Abstract. The purpose of this article is to analyze several Lie algebras associated to "orbit configuration spaces" obtained from a group G acting freely, and properly discontinuously on the upper 1/2-plane À 2 . The Lie algebra obtained from the descending central series for the associated fundamental group is shown to be isomorphic, up to a regrading, to 1. the Lie algebra obtained from the higher homotopy groups of "higher dimensional arrangements" modulo torsion, as well as 2. the Lie obtained from horizontal chord diagrams for surfaces. The resulting Lie algebras are similar to those studied in [13, 14, 15, 2, 7, 8, 6] . The structure of a related graded Poisson algebra defined below and obtained from an analogue of the infinitesimal braid relations parametrized by G is also addressed.
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to consider certain Lie algebras which are described next.
1. One Lie algebra is obtained from the descending central series for the fundamental group of orbit configuration spaces associated to discrete subgroups of P SL(2, R) acting freely, and properly discontinuously on the upper 1/2-plane H 2 by fractional linear transformations. 2. A second Lie algebra is obtained from the classical higher homotopy groups modulo torsion for loop spaces of orbit configuration spaces of points in H 2 × C q . 3. A third Lie algebra is obtained from horizontal chord diagrams for surfaces. The main results here are that these Lie algebras, apart from a "trivial" degree shift, are isomorphic. In addition, there are natural Poisson algebras obtained from the homology of the iterated loop spaces of these orbit configuration spaces, a structure given below.
Orbit configuration spaces were studied by the third author in [19] , and are defined next. Given a manifold M on which the discrete group G acts properly discontinuously, let Conf G (M, n) denote the orbit configuration space
It will be assumed throughout this article that M → M/G is the projection map for a covering space. If G is a discrete group, then by [19] , there are fibrations where G · p denotes the G-orbit of p, and
The groups, and manifolds addressed in this article are given as follows.
1. The space M is either the upper 1/2-plane H 2 = SL(2, R)/SO(2) or a product H 2 × C q . 2. The group G is a discrete subgroup of P SL (2, R) where it is assumed that G acts freely on H 2 by fractional linear transformations, trivially on C q , and diagonally on the product H 2 × C q . In particular, the natural projection
is the projection for a covering space. Next consider the Lie algebra obtained from the descending central series for a discrete group G. For each strictly positive integer q, there is a canonical (and trivially defined) graded Lie algebra E * 0 (G) q attached to the one obtained from the descending central series for G, and which is defined as follows.
1. Fix a strictly positive integer q. Restrict attention to path-connected topological spaces X which either have torsion free homology or where homology is taken with field coefficients. This technical condition implies the strong form of the Künneth theorem gives that the homology of X × X is isomorphic to H * X ⊗ H * X. In this case, the module of primitive elements in the homology of X, Prim H * (X), is the module generated by elements α which have trivial coproduct. The universal enveloping algebra of a graded Lie algebra L is denoted
, and x 0 a base-point for S g . The fundamental group of the surface S g is denoted π 1 (S g , x 0 ) = G, and the fundamental group of the orbit configuration space is denoted π 1 
Theorem 1.1. Let n, and q be fixed natural numbers. There are isomorphisms of Lie algebras
Furthermore, these Lie algebras are prescribed as follows:
the free Lie algebra generated by elements B σ i,j for fixed i with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n of degree 2q and where σ runs over the elements of the group G.
There is an isomorphism of abelian groups given by the natural additive extension
2≤i≤n L[i] → E * 0 (P n (S g ) 0 ) q .
3.
A complete set of relations are as follows.
The antisymmetry relation, and Jacobi identity for a graded Lie algebra.
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The symmetric group on n-letters Σ n acts naturally on the configuration space, and thus on the cohomology ring. On the other hand, the symbol B γ j,i has not been defined above in the cases for which j < i. This element is defined to be τ (i, j) 
where C i is the infinite bouquet of circles
Horizontal chord diagrams of a closed oriented surface of genus g, S g , are described in section 2 of this article. In case g > 0, these horizontal diagrams give analogous constructions as those in genus 0 as given in [14, 15, 16] . Let A n (S g ) 0 and A n (S g ) denote the algebras of horizontal chord diagrams of S g as introduced, and studied in [11] (see section 2 for the notation).
Theorem 1.3. The algebra
A n (S g ) 0 is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra of E *
Work of T. Kohno [13, 14, 15] , as well as subsequent work of M. Falk and R. Randell [9] gives the structure of the Lie algebra associated to the descending central series for the k-stranded pure braid group, the fundamental group of Conf(R 2 , n). Work in [7] gives the associated Lie algebras for loop spaces of Conf
where L is the the standard lattice of integral points in C acting by translations on C. Work of J. González-Meneses, and L. Paris [11] gives the structure of the Lie algebras associated to the descending central series for the fundamental group of Conf G (H 2 , n). These Lie algebras arise in an analysis of Vassiliev invariants for pure braids on a surface. The theorem above gives a comparison between these Lie algebras, and their analogues for certain choices of loop spaces. Analogous groups were shown to be given by morphisms of coalgebras in [6] . In addition, recent work of Papadima, and Suciu [17] give related structures when the associated Lie algebras are of finite type. The ones which occur here for a surface of genus greater than 0 are not of finite type, and it is as yet unclear whether there is an extension of the work in [17] to these choices of Lie algebras.
These Lie algebras also occur in a second convenient context. Namely, by [19] there is a principal G n bundle
and thus there is a short exact sequence of groups
Hence the kernel of the map
The Lie algebra obtained from the descending central series for
is not analyzed here. The structure of the analogous Lie algebra associated to π 1 (Conf G (H 2 , n), y) is handled more easily than that for π 1 (Conf(H 2 /G, n), x) and is given above, as well as earlier in [11] .
There is a natural structure of graded Poisson algebra structure for the homology of an iterated loop space. This Poisson algebra given by
which is described in more detail in section 6 here. Loosely speaking, the resulting structure is the free Poisson algebra subject to the "Poisson analogues" of the relations in Theorem 1.1. Precise definitions in the next theorem are given in section 4.
Theorem 1.4.
Assume that k is least 1.
n)), with any field coefficients, is a graded Poisson algebra with Poisson bracket given by the Browder operation
λ k−1 [−, −] for the homology of a k-fold loop space. 2. If 1 < k < 2q + 1, the homology of Ω k Conf G (H 2 × C q ,
n) with coefficients in a field F of characteristic zero, is the free Poisson algebra generated by elements
B σ i,j of degree 2q + 1 − k for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,
and σ in G modulo the "infinitesimal Poisson surface braid relations" given as follows:
The antisymmetry relation, and Jacobi identity for a graded Poisson algebra.
There is a map
which induces a homology isomorphism in degree 2q + 1. The associated loop map
Furthermore, the image of the map Ω(E 2 ) in homology is the subalgebra generated by the classes of degree 2q.
Horizontal chord diagrams for surfaces
Let S g be a closed oriented surface of genus g. The main subject of this section is a relation between Vassiliev invariants for the braid groups of S g and horizontal chord diagrams on S g . We refer the reader to [1] for Vassiliev invariants of knots in S 3 and chord diagrams. Let Conf(S g , n) denote the configuration space of ordered distinct n points on S g as given in section 1. As above, fix a base-point
. The fundamental group of the configuration space π 1 (Conf(S g , n), x) is by definition the pure braid group of S g with n strands, and is denoted by P n (S g ). The symmetric group Σ n acts freely on Conf(S g , n) by permutation of components. The fundamental group of the quotient space Conf(S g , n)/Σ n is the braid group of S g with n strands, and is denoted by B n (S g ).
Let us now assume g > 1. The fundamental group π 1 (S g , x 0 ) with base-point x 0 is identified with a discrete subgroup G of P SL(2, R) acting freely on H 2 . The n-fold product G n acts on the orbit configuration space yielding a covering space projection
with the covering transformation group G n . In addition, Conf(S g , n) is naturally a subspace of the n-fold cartesian product S n g . Thus, the inclusion map i :
0 denote the kernel of i * . By the above remarks, P n (S g ) 0 is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the orbit configuration space Conf G (H 2 , n). In the case g = 1, we represent S g as an elliptic curve C/L with a lattice L and we define P n (S g ) 0 to be the fundamental group of the orbit configuration space Conf L (C, n). Thus, for any g ≥ 1, we have an exact sequence
, where the i-th string γ i runs from the point (x i , 0) to some point (x j , 1). Such notion of braids is extended to that of singular braids in the following way. We shall say that a collection of smooth paths γ = (
, where the i-th string γ i runs monotonically in t ∈ [0, 1] from the point (x i , 0) to some point (x j , 1), is called a singular braid if the paths γ 1 , · · · , γ n are allowed to intersect transversely, but only at finitely many double points. The set of isotopy classes of such singular braids is denoted by SB n (S g ). Let us notice that SB n (S g ) is not a group, but has a structure of a monoid. We denote by Z[B n (S g )] the group ring of B n (S g ). We have a map
defined in the following manner. Let γ be an element of SB n (S g ) and we denote by
Let S k B n (S g ) denote the set of isotopy classes of singular braids with at least k double points and we define F k to be the Z submodule of Z[B n (S g )] generated by η(S k B n (S g )).
We have F i F j ⊂ F i+j and it can be shown that each F k is a two-sided ideal of Z[B n (S g )]. Thus, we obtain a decreasing filtration
, we obtain the Vassiliev filtration
for the pure braid group of S g . A map v : B n (S g ) → Z is extended linearly to a homomorphim of Z-modules v : Z[B n (S g )] → Z. We shall say that v is a Vassiliev invariant of order k if v vanishes on the ideal F k+1 . The set of Vassiliev invariants of order k with values in Z is identified with
and we denote this set by V k (B n (S g )). There is an increasing filtration
A Vassiliev invariant of order k for P n (S g ) is defined in a similar way and the set of such invariants is identified with
which is denoted by V k (P n (S g )).
Our next object is to describe the weight systems for Vassiliev invariants of braids on surfaces. For this purpose we need the notion of horizontal chord diagrams on surfaces. Let I 1 · · · I n be the disjoint union of n unit intervals. Fix a parametrization
A horizontal chord diagram on n strands with k chords is a 1-dimensional complex constructed in the following way. Fix
Consider k copies of parametrized unit intervals C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C k and attach each C ν to I 1 · · · I n in such a way that it starts at p iν (t ν ) and ends at p jν (t ν ) for 1 ≤ ν ≤ k. In this way, we obtain a 1-dimensional complex with n strands I 1 · · · I n and chords C 1 , · · · , C k attached to them. Such a 1-dimensional complex is called a horizontal chord diagram on n strands with k chords. Here each strand and each chord are oriented by the above parametrizations. In what follows below, chord diagrams up to orientation preserving homeomorphism will be considered.
Let C k n denote the set of horizontal chord diagrams on n strands with k chords. For 
2). The subspace of D
0 . Let Γ ij denote a horizontal chord diagram on n strands with one chord C ij defined by the pair (i, j), i = j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Recall the base-point x 0 ∈ S g and consider the fundamental group π 1 (S g , x 0 ). Next fix a path in S g connecting x 0 to x j , and identify the set of homotopy classes of paths from x i to x j with π 1 (S g , x 0 ). 
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Notice that the direct sum
has a structure of an algebra over Z where the product is defined by the concatenation of chord diagrams. As an algebra S g , x 0 ). From the definition it follows immediately that the relation
0 is a non-commutative associative algebra freely generated by X
has a structure of an associative algebra as well. For the subspace D 0 n (S g ) spanned by the chord diagrams with empty chord, there is a natural injection S g , x 0 ). Here we fix an isomorphism π 1 (S g , x 0 ) ∼ = π 1 (S g , x j ) by means of a path from x 0 to x j . The algebra
Lemma 2.1. With respect to the above action, the following holds.
Proof. Consider the concatenation of the chord diagrams ι l (µ) and X The algebra D n (S g ) is considered to be the semidirect product
Then we set
There is an action of Λ n on A n (S g ) 0 by conjugation and the semidirect product
with respect to this action is isomorphic to A n (S g ).
Lemma 2.2. The algebra
Proof. The first two relations clearly hold from the definition. Let us show that the the relation [X
Similarly, we have
Hence the relation follows from [
0 is generated by the conjugation by Λ n of the generators of I. This shows the desired statement.
The algebras A n (S g ) 0 and A n (S g ) were introduced in [11] by the above generators and relations. These algebras are considered to be graded algebras by defining deg
, and deg g = 0 for any g ∈ Λ n . There is a direct sum decomposition
where
Γ is a horizontal chord diagram on n strands with k chords. Contracting each chord on S g , we may consider δ as a projection diagram of a singular pure braid on S g with k transverse double points. We set
where δ 1 ··· k stands for the pure braid on S g obtained from δ by replacing each double point with positive or negative crossing according as j is 1 or −1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ k as in (2.1). Since v is an order k invariant the above expression is well defined. Thus, we obtain a Z-module homomorphism
associated map w(v) vanishes on the ideal I and induces a homomorphism
Contracting the chords on S g , we represent Γ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, as singular pure braids on S g . Replacing the double points by positive or negative crossings and applying the definition 2.3, we see that the relation
holds. This completes the proof.
The above w(v) is called the weight system of the Vassiliev invariant v. To define the weight system of a Vassiliev invariant for B n (S g ), we need to extend the algebra A n (S g ) by the group algebra of the symmetric group Σ n in the following way. We define Λ n to be the group algebra of the semidirect product
where the symmetric group acts as permutations. We define A n (S g ) as the semidirect product
and the action of G n is the conjugation action defined before. The algebra A n (S g ) has a structure of a graded algebra as an extension of the graded algebra A n (S g ) by defining deg g = 0 for any g ∈ Λ n . We denote the degree k part by A k n (S g ). The weight system for B n (S g ) is defined by a natural Z-module homomorphism
Let us consider the graded algebras gr Z[B n (S g )] and gr Z[P n (S g )] associated with the Vassiliev filtration. Namely, we set
The following theorem was shown by J. González-Meneses and L. Paris.
Theorem 2.4 ([11]). There exists a homomorphism of Z-modules
u : Z[B n (S g )] → A n (S g ) such
that the associated graded map gives an isomorphism of graded Z algebras
The restriction of the above homomorpshism u to Z[P n (S g )] gives an isomorphism of graded Z-algebras gr Z[P n (S g )] ∼ = A n (S g ). In particular, there is an isomorphism of Z-modules . Hence, the associated graded algebra
is isomorphic to the graded algebra A n (S g ) 0 . It can be shown that the successive quotients of the descending central series
, m = 0, 1, · · ·, is a free Z-module. Therefore, using a theorem due to Quillen [18] , we obtain the isomorphism of graded algebras
. This shows the isomorphism of graded algebras U [E *
The exceptional case of g = 1 was considered in articles [15, 7] . This case arises by considering horizontal chord diagrams for elliptic curves [15] . Analogous information associated to the orbit configuration space Conf L (C, n) where L denotes a fixed lattice in the complex plane C such that C/L is a fixed elliptic curve is given in [7] .
3. The Lie algebra relations in Theorem 1.1
The purpose of this section is to define the elements B τ i,j , and to derive the relations among these elements as stated in Theorem 1 (3) . To analyze this structure, it is convenient to construct explicit cycles in Conf
Let σ, and τ denote elements of G. Given fixed i, and j fixed with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, and σ in G, choose a closed neighborhood U homeomorphic to a closed disk with the following properties.
1. U contains the interior points p j , together with the points σ(p j ) + z/λ for λ a fixed real scalar for all z in H 2 × C q of norm 1 where the hyperbolic metric is used for H 2 , 2. U intersects each orbit exactly once. 3. U does not contain the p t for all t with t = j. 
Define maps
Relations among the elements A holds in by the formula h(t, z) = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) for which (1 − t) 
